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About This Content

Unite the forces of the Post-Human Coalition and the Substrate and conquer your foes in exciting new single-player scenarios
that will test your strategy and skill. Then, for some multiplayer excitement, explore new maps that range from 2 player

skirmishes all the way up to large, 6-player rumbles.

Features

 Scenarios

 Overlord - An overpowering Substrate entity controls the only Turinium Generator on the map. The PHC has
managed to hack one of the Substrate’s assemblies, allowing you to build their units in addition to your own. Can
you and your two AI allies smash through the enemy’s defenses before the planetary conversion is complete?

 Assault - Massive waves of enemy frigates are flooding and controlling the world of Pythos. Combining your
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PHC forces with hacked Substrate forces - including a powerful Avatar unit - you will need to fight to turn the
tables and take back the world.

 Maps

 Fast and Furious - Get right to the combat in this small, fast 2-player map.

 Dread Valley - Capture the generators and seize control in this small, open area 4-player map.

 Slow and Steady - Team up and conquer your foes in this large, 6-player map ideal for 3v3 matches.

 Assault - Enjoy an epic 1v1 match on this asymmetrical map from the Assault scenario.

 Scavenger - If you feel like an old-fashioned ‘comp stomp’, this map from the Overlord scenario is great for a
3v1 setup.

 Frozen Wastes - Resources are scarce and there’s a giant mountain in the way that you must conquer in this
small, 4-player map.
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Title: Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation - Overlord Scenario Pack DLC
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
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Stardock Entertainment, Oxide Games
Publisher:
Stardock Entertainment
Franchise:
Ashes of the Singularity
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2017
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 10 / 8.1 / 7

Processor: Quad-core Intel / AMD Processor

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB GDDR5 NVidia GeForce 660 / AMD R7 360 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 27 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: 1920x1080 Display Resolution or Higher

English,German,French,Italian
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Played it back on Xbox when it first released in 2004. Glad to see it on Steam. Works well on modern systems, plays well
(although a couple of things are a bit dated compared to modern shooters, but more part of the charm than anything that
prevents you playing the game).

Definitely one of the best single player Vietnam War experiences out there. Excellent music in the game as well. If you like that
era, heck if you just like fun shooters in general, you should seriously consider this. Watch some gameplay videos, have a bit of
a think, and if you like it give it a buy. Can't complain with the price either.. Quite enjoyable game if you don't mind the lack of
graphics! I'd give it a solid 7.5/10
Play if you need to kill some time :). Easy unlock 5000 Achievements 100%!
. I collect paint programmes as a hobby just as much as I love drawing. I have been collecting them for many many years. Black
Ink may not seem too new to me because of that, but it is a beautiful programme to have in my collection. It has a fantastic
streamline UI and everything runs very smoothly. Works perfect with my pen pressure of my CTH-470 and supports the eraser
function on the pen too.

The only downside is, from first opening, the brushes seem quite limited. However, you can play with the settings and change
that on your own. Many paint programmes also come with communities who create their own brush packs, so keep an eye out
for any generous, creative folks...

----------

EDIT: A while ago, I went snooping the forums for Black Ink and discovered a wide range of fan made brushes for importing
into the program, much like how most paint programmes do this now. You can still make things on your own in programme, but
the community is bursting with fantastic creativity and it's very generous for sharing it. I am very happy to find this, and it opens
so many new options!. Terrific game,except half way through the trail it says "Failed to initialize engine
',then wont play.Have looked everywhere for help,many folks battling with this problem.. I enjoyed this expansion a bit more
than the base game, as I'm more into trains than cars\/trucks. It's basically the same as the base game, but you have to build
bridges for trains. So if you enjoyed the base game, you'll probably enjoy this add-on too.
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Made with love and passion

Actual review is coming soon. Squandered... it doesnt work. Amazing game, simple and addictive. 5 stars. Perfectly executed.
Please bring back community skins and possibly an update with a revamp!. Not a serious FPS game, go in and try, THAT'S IT!
The overall gameplay is not OK, felt like TF2's atmosphere though but the aiming and the movements aren't quite good.
The weapons are OK, only 4 exist and for me the sniper was so bad.
The graphics are lowly rendered but it's the theme, and the animations are bad.. soooo cool when will full game come out
. I bought the Nyx and I adore it. I got it on sale though, I personally wouldn't have paid full price for it, although the one month
free premium is a steal.

it's very fast and powerful, though it IS a Spec Ops class (rank 9 with Jericho), it's much more powerful than my more armored
gunships\/commands from lower tiers.

So yes, I recommend it if you want a reliable ship. Of course remember it costs galactic standards (premium currency), to
transfer synergy off of it. It makes a very good syngery farm if you don't mind spending GS to transfer (you get plenty from
achievements, but more are purchaseable)
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